TigerTurf Cricket Range

TigerTurf’s cricket surfaces are manufactured specifically for use on cricket pitches and are installed for a wide range of playing situations – for match play, in the nets, indoor training facilities and to provide all-weather, flat and free draining surfaces for bowler’s run-ups.

TigerTurf have cricket wickets in a range of different surfaces, lengths and widths to suite players of all levels, from junior wickets in schools to more advanced wickets for senior and competition pitches.

TigerTurf™ synthetic turf systems are ideal for Indoor Facilities

TigerTurf synthetic surfaces are ideally suited to indoor practice areas and with a range of colours, you can create a vibrant indoor sports arena for all seasons and times of the day.

With clever design and layout and with line markings for different activities, the same area can be used for a range of different competitions, creating even greater demand and return on your limited space.

Base Options

Concrete Base

A concrete base is standard under the synthetic cricket wicket. TigerTurf can undertake the construction of the concrete base as well as the supply and installation of the TigerTurf surface. The concrete base option is ideal for batting cages and bowlers run-ups.

Concrete Base System

- 100mm thick concrete base
- HRC 665 mesh
- Damp proof course (polythene)
- 50-70mm compacted hardfill
- Soil

Secured by large Plastic pegs. Do not use metal.

Dynamic Cricket Wicket System

Many clubs and schools struggle with managing concrete cricket wickets in the middle of fields used for other sporting codes.

TigerTurf, in conjunction with Auckland Cricket, have developed a cricket wicket system that allows hassle free and safe conversion from cricket to field sports and back quickly and cost effectively.

With a crushed rock base, waterproof wicket and winter cover, the Dynamic Cricket Wicket System is significantly more versatile than a concrete wicket providing a softer, safer surface that satisfies impact requirements, is quick to put in place and easy to store at the end of the season.

Dynamic Cricket Wicket System

- TigerTurf Pitch
- Binding layer of fines 15-20mm depth max sprayed with an emulsion to lock in the surface
- A 12 geotextile fabric with 200mm overlaps laid over trimmed and rolled subgrade (when specified)
- 100 to 130mm compacted depth
- 20mm grade 4 crushed rock
- TigerTurf Cricket winter cover
- 10mm Foam cushioning
- TigerTurf cricket wicket turf

Existing Dynamic or Concrete base system
Spoilt for Choice
TigerTurf’s range of specially developed cricket surfaces ensures you can choose the right surface for your requirements, whether you are playing at a senior or junior level, indoors or out.

**TigerTest** – The newest addition to the TigerTurf range and using the latest in yarn technology, this texturised polyethylene monofilament yarn gives a highly resilient, hard wearing and non-directional surface. The 7mm pile gives a truer, more consistent bounce for the senior cricketer.

**Deluxe** – A top grade grass that offers a true and consistent bounce for senior level cricket. The surface is extremely hard wearing and provides very consistent pace and ball bounce for both indoor and outdoor facilities.

**Premier** – Has been developed for younger aged cricketers, schools and clubs. It allows players to develop their skills on a true surface with realistic turn and bounce at an affordable price.

**Club** – a TigerTurf wicket developed for primary school aged cricketers and priced to fit your budget.

**Portable** – A one piece roll out wicket, laid over a lime rock base, that allows winter sports grounds to be used for cricket in summer months without the need to install a permanent concrete base.

Winter Covers
TigerTurf Winter Wicket covers are a synthetic grass cover that can be laid over existing wickets during the winter months and provide the perfect solution, enabling fields to be transferred easily and safely from cricket into winter sport codes.

**TigerTurf Batting Cages and Bowlers Run-ups**
TigerTurf can provide the complete design, construction and synthetic grass installation for batting cages and bowlers run-ups TigerTurf plan and project-manage the site excavation, levelling, concrete pour or dynamic base build, install the netting – either chain link galvanised or flexi nets.

**What our customers say**
The Hamilton Cricket Association has been working with TigerTurf for the supply and installation of cricket wickets for over 20 years with all of our pitches now installed with TigerTurf pitch. We use TigerTurf because of their experience and ability to produce and install high quality and durable cricket wickets. I personally have experience playing on most cricket surfaces and would recommend TigerTurf as my first choice.

**Rupert Hodgson** – Executive Officer, Hamilton Cricket Association
TenCate Grass develops and manufactures synthetic turf fibres and components, and designs systems for sports, recreation and landscape applications. Together with partners in the industry TenCate Grass aims to pursue a systems approach. This gives users confidence in playing characteristics and durability. TenCate Grass is technology-driven and occupies a leading market position worldwide.

TenCate, materials that make a difference